Two California women
are creating the world’s
first archive of preserved
cannabis specimens.
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HERBARIUM
In a red milking barn filled with old farm equipment
sit rows and rows of glorified filing cabinets. Pull
out a drawer and you’ll see that it is filled with folders that contain pressed cannabis specimens, each
accompanied by detailed notes on where, how, and
who grew that particular strain. This is Canndor, the
world’s first cannabis herbarium.
Think of an herbarium as a library, only instead of
books, it contains plant specimens—dried, pressed,
and attached to sheets of paper. When botanists or
naturalists need to identify a particular plant, they
head to the local herbarium to cross-check existing
identified specimens. Invented in the 16th century
by Luca Ghini, the herbarium was refined by the
18th-century Swedish naturalist Carl Linnaeus, who
advised against binding sheets together, thereby
allowing scientists to repeatedly rearrange the material to reflect new knowledge. Even Emily Dickinson,
an amateur naturalist, kept an herbarium, fixing
more than 420 plant specimens to paper including
poppies, lilac, and nasturtiums. Yet herbariums are
not some relic from the past—they’re vital resources
for scientists today who are studying biodiversity
or measuring plants’ responses to climate change.
Worldwide, there are thousands, with hundreds in
the U.S.—from the Missouri Botanical Garden’s massive herbarium, with nearly 7 million specimens, to
the one at Harvard University, notable for more than
five million specimens of algae, bryophytes, fungi,
and vascular plants.
But until recently, there hasn’t been a single
herbarium dedicated to cannabis. When plant
geneticists Eleanor Kuntz and Kerin Law launched
their botanical identification company LeafWorks
in 2016, they quickly realized the need for one. At
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Leaf Works, Kuntz and Law do DNA sequencing
tests for the natural products industry, which helps
ensure accurate labeling and combats fraud. Herbal
companies such as Traditional Medicinals send
small samples of herb particulate to LeafWorks to
be sure that it is what their suppliers say it is.
“If we’re going to do a test on ashwagandha or
ginkgo, we’ll go to an herbarium and get vetted
samples that occur throughout the plant range,”
says Kuntz. Through their connections at the
Missouri Botanical Garden and Kew Gardens in
England, the two scientists are able to access fingernail-sized pieces of dried plant matter so they
can sequence its DNA. (Some herbariums have their
own DNA banks, in which case they can share the
plant’s sequence with LeafWorks.) Kuntz and Law
then use those samples as a baseline for future tests
on that species of plant.
“So when we moved into cannabis, we were like,
‘There’s no herbarium!’” Kuntz says.
The same year they founded LeafWorks, the two
colleagues founded Canndor in Sonoma County,
California. Like traditional herbariums, Canndor
is a physical place where breeders and cultivation
groups can submit pressings along with a write-up
of their history with the plant, growing practices,
and any chemical information that they have from
a third party.
“The pressing becomes an immutable document,”
Kuntz says. Canndor keeps a pressing, and the
grower keeps a pressing, as well, “keeping each other
honest.” As in traditional herbariums, the pressings
are done on archival papers and kept in insect-proof
cabinets. “When properly done, specimens last for
centuries,” Law says.
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“If it wasn’t for prohibition, we’d
have cannabis herbariums all over
the world at academic institutions.”

—
Preserve plants for your
own herbarium—or those
pretty flower shortbread
cookies that have become
an invasive species in
our Instagram feeds—
with the Microfleur Max
(microfleur.com), a press
for making instant dried
flowers in the microwave.

—
Daisies, dandelions,
pansies, and pot leaves
suspended in transparent
resin decorate Jupiter
Dream Co.’s water pipes
for the cottagecore stoner
(jupiterdreamco.com).

As Canndor expands its collection, cannabis
pressings will live in the region they come from,
says Kuntz. Volunteers, excited about the project
of documenting the breadth and diversity of the
cannabis plant, have founded supporting chapters
all over the country—from Alaska to Vermont to
North Carolina (where the focus, for now, anyway,
is on hemp).
“It’s very grassroots,” Kuntz says. “You have to be
a licensed organization to hold the herbarium, and
you have to be in a position to open it up to the public.” In all, Canndor holds roughly 2,000 specimens,
most of them at five herbariums in Northern California. Eventually, the goal is to digitize the collection so that it would be available online to members.
Ideally, growers take a pressing of the plant in
its vegetative state—before it starts flowering. The
five-page intake form that growers submit with the
pressing will help establish which cultivars thrive in
which regions of the country. This information will
be crucial as cannabis regions around the country
start to establish appellations, much like the ones
in Italy for Parma ham or in France for Champagne.
The herbarium is vital to documenting the diversity of the cannabis plant, says cannabis breeder
and patient advocate Wade Laughter, who is known
for stewarding the high-CBD cultivar Harlequin.
But it will also help establish “prior art”—evidence
that your invention (in this case, the plant you’ve
been growing) is already known or available. As
legalization continues, certain cultivars, like Harlequin, will become well known around the world.
Pharmaceutical companies are already attempting
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to patent certain ratios of cannabinoids and terpenes for certain conditions. “This is the people’s
medicine! And the herbarium is the way that small
heritage farmers can preserve their work and their
rights to what they’ve created,” says Laughter.
Herbarium specimens are the international
standard for establishing a record of plant cultivation, and the classic method of establishing prior
art. DNA sequencing is the next step in this process, says Law, as it establishes the genetic profile
unique to that cultivar. Though Canndor does not
require growers do a DNA test via Leaf Works as
part of their submission to the herbarium, they
can “opt-in” if they desire. (Unlike submitting to
Canndor, Leaf Works’ DNA test is not free; that
said, the company will sometimes do sequencing
for free for nonprofits that don’t have the resources
to pay, especially if they’re working with important
cultivars.) “Together, they are a complete package
of prior art, documenting the plant and its distinguishing attributes that make it identifiable as that
cultivar,” Law says.
“The herbarium is absolutely a love project,”
Kuntz says. “If it wasn’t for Prohibition, we’d have
cannabis herbariums all over the world at academic
institutions,” Law adds. “We’d be able to say, ‘What
did cannabis look like in the ‘60s and ‘70s?’ That
wasn’t possible at the time—we have chunks of history that are lost. Twenty-five years from now people are going to say, ‘I wonder what cannabis looked
like when legalization happened?’” Thanks to these
two women and cannabis growers and volunteers,
scientists of the future will be able to find out.
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